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Area Manager | Position Description  
 
(Including Area Manager 1, Area Manager 2 and Assistant Area Manager) 

Responsible to Area Manager 2, Senior Area Manager or Regional Manager  

Functional reports Case Managers 

About Safe Places for Children  
Opening our doors in 2006, our vision is to provide children and young people in care with 
individualised therapeutic residential services. From the youth worker frontline through to the Board 
of Directors, we are guided by five core values of being united, supportive, responsive, passionate and 
professional.  

We receive referrals from state agencies responsible for child protection for young people who exhibit 
extreme and challenging behaviours due to the abuse, trauma and neglect they have experienced. Our 
youth work professionals care for the young person in a homely residential and neighbourhood 
setting. Our staff implement our therapeutic practice framework to gain the child’s trust, stabilise their 
behaviour, give the child a sense of hope and direction and achieve outcomes across key areas of the 
child’s life. 

Our aim is to transition the young person to a less intensive model of care and suitable longer-term 
arrangement, such as foster care, kinship care, a return to their family or independent living.   

Purpose 
The Area Manager (AM) is responsible for ensuring strong financial sustainability and growth of Safe 
Places business activities within the Area, through the provision of effective and professional 
operational leadership to the Area’s Operations Team.  

The Area Manager will: 

• plan, direct and coordinate operations of the area for which the position has responsibility 

• plan and maintain systems for operating efficiency 

• manage staff for optimum performance 

• operate a licensed residential child protection service  

• ensure compliance with all relevant legislation, standards and frameworks.  

This position is on a career pathway to more senior roles in the organisation.  1 newly appointed Area 
Managers will commence at AM Level 1 and have the opportunity to progress to AM Level 2, 
depending on their skills and experience and pending performance review.  
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Confidentiality 
Area Managers are in a position of trust within Safe Places. In addition to the confidential information 
pertaining to young people in our care and employees of Safe Places, Area Managers will be privileged 
to commercially sensitive information regarding the operations of Safe Places.  

It is expected that Area Managers will hold this confidential information in trust and confidence, only 
use this confidential information for the purpose of performing Area Manager duties and will at all 
times, including after employment, use their best endeavours to prevent the unauthorised use or 
disclosure of any and all confidential information to any person, unless authorised by Safe Places. 

Relationships 
The Area Manager reports to the Area Manager 2, Senior Area Manager or Regional Manager 
depending on the relevant state management structure. This role works closely with the management 
team to build and maintain relationships with relevant internal and external stakeholders.  

The Area Manager supports their supervisor to promote Safe Places services and practice framework 
to relevant government departments, non-government agencies and the broader community.  

This role will also liaise directly with service providers to Safe Places and other key stakeholders, such 
as health professionals, education providers, culturally-specific agencies and disability services staff.  

Internally, the Area Manager must build effective working relationships with their case managers, who 
are supporting frontline youth workers, and lead all area staff by example.  

Reports  
Area Managers may: 

• directly supervise up to eight (8) Case Managers  
• lead an Area team ranging from 30-50 staff. 

Work environment 
• Generally office-based, with the requirement to travel within the state and interstate from 

time-to-time.  
• Requirement to support young people in a variety of settings, including residential care house, 

schools, hospitals, and the wider community.  
• Dynamic and, at times, demanding in nature, depending on young people’s needs and 

organisational requirements  
• Occasional out-of-hours work participation in a 24-hour rotating on-call roster.   

Induction – External Applicants 
The induction process for Area Managers provides a comprehensive overview of Safe Places policies 
and systems, one-on-one time with the Chief Operations Officer (COO), Regional Manager (RM) or 
State Manager (SM), meeting the Executive Leadership Team members and a formal orientation to the 
Youth Worker, Case Manager and Area Manager roles.  

Youth Worker   

• Eight-day Youth Work induction training which includes three days of Therapeutic Crisis 
Intervention training 

• 1-day Youth Worker Level 3 training 
• A review of the roles and expectations of Youth Workers with the COO  
• Perform a number of shifts over a period not exceeding one month as a Youth Worker in an 

existing placement   
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Case Manager   

• Two-day Case Manager induction training   
• A review of the roles and expectations of Case Managers with the COO 
• Shadow an existing Case Manager in an existing placement for a period not exceeding 1 month 

Area Manager   

• Area Manager induction training   
• Six-week on the job training managing an Area with the support of the SAM and/or existing 

Area Managers 

Following intensive induction training, Area Managers are expected to operate the Area with relative 
autonomy, accountable to their Area Manager 2, Senior Area Manager or Regional Manager, and the 
Executive Leadership Team. The Area Manager will also be supported with ongoing professional 
development.  

Areas of responsibility 
Safe Places staff have clear responsibilities under five key result areas – Leadership, Team, Child, 
Department and Financial. This position description, however, is not an exhaustive list. Staff may be 
expected to perform different tasks which fit with their skills, abilities and knowledge, depending on 
the changing business environment and the overall objectives of the organisation. 

Key result areas (KRAs) 

Leadership: 
1. Direct oversight of a maximum of one Area at any one time.  

2. Ability to act at AM2 level (or for AM2 employees, the ability to act at Senior Area Manager 
level) for up to four (4) weeks, with the possibility of extension following a performance 
review.   

3. Seek ways to improve service delivery and compliance using review, feedback, reporting, 
assessment and evaluation criteria for service delivery, risk management, financial 
requirements, licensing and compliance; seek to have an input into the development of policy 
and processes that improve service delivery and outcomes for young people, stakeholders and 
employees. 

4. Regularly plan and complete an Area Plan in consultation with teams in your area such as Case 
Managers and Quality and Systems manager, as well as Senior Area Manager/ Regional 
manager; ensure Area Plan aligns with Senior Area Managers & Chief Operations Officer Plans.  

5. Undertake regular business reporting, including weekly reporting to Executive Leadership 
Team and area reporting as part of the monthly Board Report; and oversee reporting of critical 
information to the relevant government agency. 

6. Report in a timely manner and proactively address serious breaches in service delivery; 
progress timely corrective action and escalate issues where policies, procedures or internal 
controls are being ignored or breached. 

7. Quality assurance and continuous improvement; 

a) Promote and ensure Area compliance with all relevant quality standards and 
Frameworks including but not limited to; IS9001:2015 Quality Management System, 
the Human Services Quality Framework (HSQF QLD), Health and Disability Auditing 
Australia (HDAA) certification (QLD), state- or jurisdiction-specific legislation and 
standards in partnership with Safe Places Quality and Systems team. 

b) Work collaboratively and proactively with the Area’s Quality and Systems Manager to 
embed relevant legislation, standards and Frameworks.  
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c) Adhere to the policies and procedures of Safe Places. 

8. Responsible for securing residential placements for young people in line with the strategic plan 
within areas of responsibility; manage and monitor Case Managers to achieve agreed targets, 
goals and objectives; and coordinate allocation of Youth Workers between Case Managers. 

9. Attend relevant high-level strategic and operational planning meetings for partners and 
support functions; and lead and facilitate team meetings and discussions. 

10. Quickly apply effective strategies to turn around an Area in a downturn, including the effective 
utilisation of partners and support functions to improve the Area’s viability. 

Team: 

1. Consistently and professionally represent the values and management ethos of Safe Places, 
including appropriate support and sharing of senior management directives to reporting line 
staff. 

2. Create a values-driven, safe employment environment that attracts, engages and retains 
skilled employees; and oversee recruitment and selection of Case Managers and Youth 
Workers. 

3. Lead and manage the area workforce in areas of responsibility; ensure area culture reflects the 
organisation's mission and values; work collaboratively so that Operations supports 
organisational strategies; facilitate delivery of high-quality services; and guide the Area team 
to manage challenges driven by change and innovation.  

4. Comply with all legislation, regulations, acts and codes; ensure sufficient knowledge and 
awareness by keeping informed and up-to-date e.g. workplace health and safety; anti-
discrimination, privacy, child protections, sex discrimination, racial discrimination, human 
rights and equal opportunity and relevant legislation to employ applicants on work visas.  

5. Provide Case Managers with opportunities for learning, coaching and development; lead 
monthly supervision with direct reports and provide effective performance management of 
Case Managers through compliance with relevant legislation, standards and Safe Places 
Policies 

6. Actively support all Area staff to engage in and complete all required training; including the 
Certificate IV in Youth, Child and Family Intervention for those enrolled. 

7. Communicate directly with Safe Places Industrial Relations Specialist to proactively reduce the 
risk of industrial relations issues; lead the partnership between the Industrial Relations 
Specialist and operations team; in consultation with the Industrial Relations Specialist, provide 
coaching to direct reports in relation to industrial relations and recruitment through one-to-
one coaching, one down supervision and real-time exposure to issues pending. 

8. Support the organisation's culture of Zero Harm in the workplace; take reasonable care to 
ensure actions and omissions do not impact on the health and safety of others. Provide one-to 
-one coaching to all Case Managers and staff within the areas of responsibility to actively 
reduce the risks associated with workplace health and safety; communicate directly with Safe 
Places Workplace Health and Safety Officer.  

9. Quickly apply effective strategies to turn around an Area in a downturn; including the effective 
management of resources and employees in the Area. 

Child: 

1. Lead the Area to achieve audit compliance greater than 70%; increase communication 
between Case Managers and Quality & Systems to ensure processes, policy and procedures 
are maintained, and manage any Department complaints or non-conformances in the Area 
with minimal support from your direct supervisor.   
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2. Work in collaboration with the Area’s Quality and Systems Manager to ensure a high standard 
of care that meets or exceeds State regulatory and legislative requirements; including ensuring 
that therapeutic support and behaviour modification plans are in place for each child and 
attending weekly planning meetings and monthly Quality Review meetings.  

3. Create a comfortable and safe environment for children and employees and ensure a high 
standard of care and cleanliness of houses and vehicle.  

4. Monitor community relationships; including neighbourhood relationship, and provide 
additional support to Case Managers or Youth Workers where required, in the event a 
neighbourhood complaint is escalated to the Department, local MP, Minister or Media 

5. Quickly apply effective strategies to turn around an Area in a downturn; including the effective 
management and increased reporting of child or Young Person outcomes in the Area. 

Department 

1. Manage delivery of a high standard of client service to stakeholders within sphere of 
responsibility; seek ways to improve service delivery using review, feedback, reporting, 
assessment and evaluation processes that meet KPIs for service delivery, risk management, 
budgets and compliance; contribute to identification, development, implementation and 
promotion of service delivery contemporary best practice. 

2. Develop and maintain departmental relationships within areas of responsibility at the 
appropriate level (for example, with Placement Services Units); demonstrate Safe Places’ 
organisational culture, code of conduct, mission, vision and values within the Safe Places 
workplace and in all external relationships. 

3. Oversee the appeal process for any substantiated or actual Standards of Care Review (SOCR), 
Harm review or similar for the relevant State; including providing direct coaching to Area 
Managers, increase communication between Area Managers and Quality and Systems 
Managers, participate in high level department meetings where the Director or Regional 
Director are involved. 

4. Actively promote Safe Places and the Integrative Practice Framework to the Department using 
and developing strong networking skills.  

5. Quickly apply effective strategies to turn around an Area in a downturn; including increased 
communication and face-to-face contact with Department and stakeholders. 

Finance: 

1. With the Senior Area Manager or Regional Manager for your area of responsibility, establish 
and implement the Safe Places Business strategy to drive revenue growth and optimised 
business value. Lead and exceed the delivery of budget targets throughout the Area. Actively 
contribute to and manage the development and implementation of the budget for all areas of 
responsibility; negotiate, create and manage budgets where it is required with support from 
direct supervisor.  

2. Arrange rental agreements for Safe Places properties, furnish the home, equip with a vehicle, 
and ensure equipment and assets are to a high standard. 

3. Set and review household budgets for each placement, and set and review the hours for 
delivery of each placement.  

4. Provide detailed quote for service to the relevant Department. 

5. Utilise high-level Department relationships with senior managers to recover outstanding 
invoices 30+ days and 60+ days overdue, in consultation with direct supervisor.  

6. Approve receipts and timesheets for all Case Managers and Administration officers within the 
Area of responsibility and support Case Managers to complete these tasks for their teams. 
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7. Lead the Area to achieve a wages and on-cost to revenue percentage of less than 70% each 
month. 

8. Lead the Area to achieve a profit to revenue percentage of greater than 10% each month. 

9. Quickly apply effective strategies to turn around an Area in a downturn; including a critical 
review of the Area’s overall expenditure and costs, review of acting positions and non-contact 
hours, effective rostering, approve the use of additional hours, casual employees and 
travelling staff, request COO approval of payment of wages for behind-hours employees, 
implement a promotion and hiring freeze. 

Reporting  
1. Complete monthly reporting to the Chief Operations Officer, Executive Leadership Team and 

Board of Directors with critical review of fiscal, quality, licencing, team, Department, Child 
outcomes and overall performance. 

2. Oversee reporting of Critical Information to the relevant Departments.  

3. Report weekly Area Planning meetings for relevant area of responsibility.  

4. Review and respond to Licencing Standards and feedback from the Department. 

5. Review case audit feedback from Quality and Systems team. 

Personal attributes 
Within twelve (12) months from commencement in the role of Area Manager, competency in the 
following areas should be demonstrated; 

1. Demonstrated knowledge and application of business and management principles involved in 
strategic planning, resource allocation, leadership technique and service delivery methods. 

2. The ability to lead your teams to deliver strong financial, compliance, and business 
performance. 

3. Demonstrated knowledge of application of resource management, including coordination of 
people and resources, the principles and procedures for recruitment, selection, on-boarding, 
learning and development and training. 

4. Demonstrated knowledge and application of principles and processes for providing excellent 
customer service including customer needs assessment, meeting all relevant quality standards 
and frameworks for services. 

5. Demonstrated understanding of the compensation, benefits, personnel information systems, 
industrial environment and the Fair Work Act 2009 (Cwth) as it impacts the area of 
responsibility. 

6. Intermediate proficiency in Microsoft Office program and other business systems relevant to 
the role.  

7. Proven ability to achieve fundamental targets and objectives and in the delivery of 
administrative and reporting functions in a service-driven organisation. 

8. A preparedness to learn and adopt new technology, work practices, systems and procedures; 
underpinned by an ability to think outside the box. 

9. Well-developed oral and written communication skills, including demonstrated ability to 
negotiate and resolve issues with clients, partners, suppliers, management and co-workers at 
all levels. 

10. Ability to maintain equilibrium, make decisions, be flexible in responding to changing priorities, 
work unsupervised, accept responsibility and act on directives. 
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11. Ability to resolve problems in a timely and cost-efficient manner; underpinned by sound 
technical competence. 

12. A high standard of personal grooming and presentation appropriate for the position. 

13. Self-motivated, passionate, friendly, proactive, professional, positive attitude; reliable and 
punctual with a high level of integrity and a sound understanding of appropriate behaviours in 
the workplace. 

Assistant Area Manager (AAM)  
 

Responsible to Area Manager Level 1, Area Manager Level 2 or Senior Area Manager in the 
absence of an Area Manager                    

Functional reports Case Managers 

Employees at this level will: 

• have direct oversight of a maximum of one (1) Area at any one time, whilst under the direct 
supervision and tutelage of a senior Area Manager 

• satisfy all the requirements of Case Manager and will consistently develop the capabilities of 
Area Manager as outlined above 

• have performed as a Case Manager for a period of at least twelve (12) months.  

In addition to the above requirements, employees at this level will be responsible for: 

• supervision, coaching and development of the relevant Case Manager group within the Area of 
responsibility.  

• providing direct case management of up to Case Manager 3 (CM3) level when an Area is 
experiencing a shortage of available and appropriately skilled employees 

• completing shifts where an Area is experiencing a shortage of available employees  

• acting as Area Manager for up to four (4) weeks at a time. 

This position description is not an exhaustive list of responsibilities and you will be expected to 
perform different tasks which fit with your skills, abilities and knowledge as may be necessitated by 
the changing business environment and the overall objectives of the organisation. 

Area Manager 2  
 

Responsible to Senior Area Manager or Regional Manager  

Functional reports Case Managers, Area Managers 

Employees at this level will satisfy all the requirements of Area Manager 1 as outlined above and will 
have performed as an Area Manager 1 for at least six (6) months.  

In addition to the above requirements, employees at this level will be responsible for the following: 

• direct oversight of a maximum of two (2) Areas at any one time, including supervision of up to 
two Area Managers and the Area teams  

• working collaboratively with Operations managers and Partners/ functions to improve service 
delivery through the Working in Partnership Plan and Working in Partnership Policy 

• attend relevant management and operational planning meetings for partners and support 
functions as required 
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• perform any specialist or cross-organisational project as delegated by Senior Area Manager, 
Regional Area Manager or Chief Operations Officer. 

This position description, however, is not an exhaustive list. Staff may be expected to perform 
different tasks which fit with their skills, abilities and knowledge, depending on the changing business 
environment and the overall objectives of the organisation. 

Qualifications  
Qualifications relevant to the position from a recognised tertiary institution are desirable, such as a 
Diploma or Advanced Diploma in Human Services or a related field (for example Human Services, 
Psychology, Social Work, Education, Community Work, Child Protection). 

In the absence of formal qualifications, relevant equivalent experience will be considered.  

Additional requirements  
• Clearances for criminal check and working with children in accordance with the relevant 

jurisdiction 
• An open driving licence  
• Ability to travel nationally and, where required, internationally. 

To apply   
• Prepare your current resume and a one-page application outlining your experience and 

qualifications in relation to the duties and requirements above.  

• Submit your resume and application through the Apply Now link on the Employment page at 
https://www.safeplaces.com.au/vacancies 

  

https://www.safeplaces.com.au/vacancies
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Acknowledgment of position description 
I have received a copy of the position description and have read and understood its contents. 

 

Employee name (please print)  

 

 ___________________________________________ 

Employee signature  

 

____________________________________________          Date _____________________ 

 

Manager’s name (please print)   

 

___________________________________________ 

Manager’s signature  

 

___________________________________________            Date _____________________ 
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